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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

 I have chosen to compose a ballet based on Heinrich von Kleist’s play Penthesilea. Ballet 

as a medium is appealing for several reasons: First of all, I have not written a ballet at this point 

in my career as a composer. Yet, writing a ballet seems to be a logical step after my recent 

compositions, which were either for larger ensembles or in conjunction with an onstage drama. 

My most recent collaboration, which took place in December 2012 resulted in a original sound 

track for the live radio drama It’s A Wonderful Life, based on the movie of the same name. I 

liked the idea that within the context of a dramatic on stage performance, my music would 

assume different roles. For the radio drama, the music ranged from short interludial cues, to tense, 

drama-driven themes, and various opening and closing themes that would assume the total focus 

of the audience.  

Table 1 shows a brief excerpt of relevant works: 

Table 1 - Recent Relevant Compositions: 
Borchert Quintet      2013 Approx 20 mins 

Woodwind quintet based on the poetry of Wolfgang Borchert 

Eisenfaust       2013 Approx. 15 mins 

Brass quintet based on mercenary Goetz von Berlichingen  

Konzertstück für Kammer Orchester     2012 Approx. 15 mins 

Concert piece for chamber orchestra 

It’s A Wonderful Life – Suite for Chamber Orchestra 2012 Approx. 40 mins 

Commissioned by Indiana Public Radio 

The ABC of Waterplants      2009 Approx. 30 mins 

Film music, commissioned by Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 

Invasive Species      2008 Approx. 30 mins  

Film music, commissioned by Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
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Secondly, ballet as a genre allows for the same flexibility of roles that the music may 

play, and yet, with no intended vocal parts, the music itself will need to assume greater 

responsibility for driving forward the plot and creating a graspable atmosphere for the audience. 

I enjoy the aspect of the drama-driven writing which on one hand creates supporting scaffolding 

for the structure of the work as a whole, but on the other hand allows for my own musical 

interpretation and expression of my perceived Affekt of the drama. This aspect of ballet seems to 

be closely in line with film music, which in the best case, supports the drama but does not 

overwhelm it. The music must not make the scene look different, but must emphasize what the 

scene portrays. Writing music that follows the plot of a story will furthermore have clear 

dramatic focal points. If a composer has great sensitivity towards the dramatic source, the music 

should reflect the dramatic curve of the work. 

 Heinrich von Kleist’s Penthesilea is a drama that features a broad spectrum of emotions 

and moments of great expression. As a composer, I am very eager to take these in and express 

them musically with themes, orchestration and gestures. Penthesilea as a classical drama has not 

experienced many adaptions and has thus far only served as the basis for an opera by Othmar 

Schoeck written in 1928.1 Penthesilea was furthermore rejected by Johann von Goethe, who 

considered it to be un-performable and poorly written. Goethe found that the tragedy at times 

unintentionally bordered into the hilarious, and found that the role reversal of gender in Kleist’s 

version of the legend weakened the meaning of the work.2 The play, however, has been 

performed in various adaptations in recent years and is considered a cornerstone of nineteenth 

century German drama. 

                                                
!"#$%&'(")*%+,*-."!"#$%"&'(")*+,)-%+."/+01)2"1&3'"(+45#+6"'#1'-%+45#+7("'&$."/0'11,23"
45(,6(,7$,(."!89:;<"
=">2?1$'6"@(7AA7$%1."B@,6C,(."D'EF%$,("'6C"$%,"G,1,*('$7+6"+A">627F%$&,6$3"02,71$H1"

I,6$%,172,'"'21"JKE6C,-+&LC7,.HM"0%"+85."1#+9)#:2):"+;"4'"<+=>?@+#5A+B+CD31'(+B>>EF*+?G?A+
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 I chose the chamber orchestra as instrumentation for various reasons. To begin with, the 

chamber orchestra is often more easily assembled and is often favored by smaller production 

companies. The scoring for chamber orchestra furthermore appears the most suitable for the 

project, as I am planning a performance of the work in collaboration with the Ball State 

Department of Theater and Dance for the spring of 2015. I have already established a connection 

with the Department of Theater and Dance and was able to win Vladimir Stadnik as the 

choreographer for the project. Mr. Stadnik is very enthusiastic about the project and we have had 

several fruitful discussions with an exchange of good ideas for the project. 

 Ballet in the late twentieth century and early twenty-first century has become musically 

very eclectic. The music for new productions is often a collection of existing classical pieces 

spanning all and genres all styles. Some producers may choose to create a ballet with Baroque 

keyboard repertoire, while others may use mixed media. There is however also a constant trend 

of reinvention of classic ideas and masterpieces. The great dramas such as Pulcinella, 

Nobilissima Visione, or Orpheus are so universal in their core ideas that they allow for 

modernization and a fair degree of freedom in their adaption.3  

 The eclecticism of modern ballet works in all directions. Modern production companies 

have proven themselves flexible enough to accommodate infusions of many different traditional 

and folk dance forms.4 This flexibility has in turn expanded the musical spectrum and the 

blending of social and folk dances with classical movements results in fresh productions that 

feature jazz, folk and rock elements. 

Penthesilea will fit in with the given trends and existing repertoire in twenty-first-century 

ballet music, yet it will also represent something new. The number of newly written ballets has 

                                                
N")E1'6"OE."H)(("$+)#.+85."1#+I)#-""/P,Q"R+(-3"S%'&,1"T"KEC1+6."=UU=;."=U:<"
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greatly diminished since the 1950s and the aforementioned trend of eclecticism has resulted in 

compilation of preexisting music, rather than new commissions. The most active ballet company 

in terms of the commissioning of new works is the New York City Ballet. The most recent and 

notable commissions include Ocean’s Kingdom (2013), composed by Paul McCartney, 

Friandises (2005) by Christopher Rouse, River of Light (1998) by Charles Wuorinnen, and X-

Ray by John Adams (1995). Penthesilea will follow the trend of these pieces, as it is a work 

expressively written as a ballet, and furthermore scored for orchestra. With its adaption of 

various musical styles Penthesilea will furthermore follow the trend of eclecticism that is so 

present in twenty-first century ballet music.  

Being a narrative ballet, however, Penthesilea will pick up on a trend that seemed more 

or less abandoned after the 1950s, since narrative large scale works are more often re-imagined 

and re-produced classics rather than newly commissioned ones. Penthesilea thus continues a 

tradition that has become more and more rare, and furthermore adds to the existing repertoire of 

both new and old narrative ballets. 

 After a review of relevant literature in Chapter one, this document will offer some 

preliminary information on my compositional approach to Penthesilea in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 

will give a more detailed insight at the individual scenes, pointing out musical highlights, and 

Chapter 4 will summarize the experience of composing the work and suggest some ways in 

which Penthesilea might serve educators to teach new harmonic approaches or thematic 

development. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

The twentieth century Ballet repertoire offers several masterpieces and I have chosen a 

small selection at this point to serve as a model for my project. Igor Stravinsky’s Pulcinella  is 

considered to be one of the masterpieces of twentieth century ballet and is furthermore often 

referred to as the work to have started Stravinsky’s neo-classical phase.1 The work itself was 

quite important to Stravinsky on an aesthetic and personal level as he described it as “the 

epiphany through which the whole of my late work became possible.”2 The fusion of eighteenth 

century gestures and motives with Stravinsky’s extended tertian harmonies and new cadences 

give Pulcinella an almost timeless quality. 

The aspects of Pulcinella that make the work a valid model for my project in particular 

are its instrumentation, its stylistic eclecticism and its proportions. Scored for chamber orchestra, 

Pulcinella is an example of the many colors a master orchestrator can create with the ensemble. 

Stravinsky uses modern string textures, extended techniques and presents incredibly expressive 

writing in the horns.  

As mentioned earlier, Stravinsky combines eighteenth century melodic language with 

fresh harmonies and new rhythms. Stravinsky shortened and extended phrases to create irregular 

phrase lengths, added inner voices to raise the harmonic intensity and obscured cadences by 

sidestepping the traditional dominant to tonic cadential motion. In the same way that Stravinsky 

                                                
!"WF+(")$('X761-?."!2(-'#"(()+J+H)(("$+'#+5#"+D-$"/D+6C+63"K'Q-,1"T")+6."!8YV;<"
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incorporated twentieth century rhythms in Pulcinella, I blended rhythms from the jazz and Latin 

jazz idiom with traditional classical rhythms. 

Featuring twenty shorter movements and amounting to a total performance time of about 

40 minutes, Pulcinella lends itself as a perfect model to my own project. Several shorter 

movements allow for drastic contrast in mood and Affekt of the music and the length of the 

various scenes can furthermore help to establish a hierarchy of importance within the work as a 

whole. 

Another ballet by a soviet composer that serves as an important musical influence is 

Gayane  by Aram Khachaturian. In Gayane, Khachaturian skillfully blends Russian and 

Armenian folk music elements with classical writing. The orchestration, scored for full orchestra, 

is superb and colorful, and Khachaturian presents the listener with exquisite writing for harp, 

strings and woodwinds. Despite its outstanding orchestration, Gayane serves primarily as a 

model in terms of how Khachaturian applied themes to characters, and how he used a specific 

melodic language to create a unique atmosphere for each scene. 

Perhaps the most important model for my project is Paul Hindemith’s ballet Hérodiade. 

The ballet suits my idea of the project aesthetically, structurally and in its proportions. Hérodiade 

is scored for a chamber orchestra, featuring five woodwinds, piano and strings. Hindemith based 

Hérodiade on a poem by Stephané Mallarmé, and it closely follows the poetic ideas and lyrical 

expression of the poem. Much like Hérodiade, Penthesilea features a mythological figure as the 

main protagonist. 

Hindemith took an interesting approach to the orchestration: He dedicated instrumental 

groups exclusively to each character. Hérodiade features two main dancers, Hérodiade and her 

nurse. Hindemith associates the strings throughout the ballet with the nurse and solo and tutti 
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woodwinds with Hérodiade. This association of an instrument with a character is what I  

incorporated in Penthesilea as well, which I will describe in more detail in the section on my 

methodology. 

Intended by Hindemith to be performed without a recitation of the poem, Hindemith’s 

ballet relies solely on the successful expression of the Affekt of the music. Hindemith 

successfully captured the poetry of Malarmé by creating a carefully constructed ballet, which he 

himself considered on of his finest works.3 

The work is divided into eleven shorter movements which amount to a total performance 

time of about 30 minutes. Much like Hérodiade, the 30–40 minute dimension is the size of work 

that I am aiming for as well.  

Hérodiade opens with beautiful writing in the strings, featuring rich extended tertian 

harmonies and mild chromaticism. Hindemith very frequently uses what is commonly referred to 

as jazz harmonies in his music and Hérodiade is no exception. The piano is well incorporated as 

an orchestral color, either by itself or in combination. 

Stylistically, Hérodiade falls into Hindemith’s “post-Matthis” style, featuring mild 

chromaticism, extensive contrapuntal writing and a melodic language that crystalized itself as 

that of the quintessential Hindemith.4 It is especially the high degree of counterpoint in 

Hindemith’s writing that attracts me to this work and to Hindemith’s music in general. 

Hindemith was constantly trying to reconcile past and present, by expanding existing concepts 

rather than breaking with them. It may have been this belief in the value of traditional forms and 

tonality that made him, as Alan Forte worded it, a “bulwark” against the atonalists of the second 

                                                
3 Geoffrey Skelton, Selected Letters of Paul Hindemith (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1995), 101. 
4 David Neumeyer, The Music of Paul Hindemith (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), 
224. 
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Viennese school.5 My music is very contrapuntal, and as I will explain in more detail in the 

following section, contrapuntal procedures will be a central element to some movements of 

Penthesilea. 

Another ballet by Hindemith, better known for the orchestral suite that was extracted out 

of it, is Nobilissima Visione from 1938. Nobilissima Visione, a musical depiction of the life of St. 

Francis, is scored for a modern chamber orchestra, with a wide array of percussion. Much like 

Mathis der Maler, which is a depiction of the life of the renaissance painter Matthias Grünewald, 

Nobilissima Visione traces several dramatic episodes in the life of St. Francis, exhausting the 

spectrum of human emotion expressed in dramatic orchestral gestures and tonal themes. 

Nobilissima Visione features eleven movements and has a total performance time of 

approximately 50 minutes. Much like Hérodiade, Nobilissima Visione features extensive 

contrapuntal writing, with three distinct themes audible at times. The orchestration reflects the 

drama of the ballet. Somber string passages are contrasted with wild woodwind lines or violent 

gestures from the brass. The numerous movements allow Hindemith to apply harsh contrast 

between the movements while not losing the cohesion of the work as a whole. 

My goal is to reflect the same spectrum of orchestral moods in Penthesilea and to display 

the same sensitivity to the drama that Hindemith did in Hérodiade and Nobilissima Visione. 

Although Hindemith is not necessarily known as a ballet composer, these two works are of 

exceptional musical quality and have a timeless character that helps the works gain regular 

performance by major orchestras. 

                                                
5 Allen Forte, “Paul Hindemith’s Contribution to Music Theory in the United States,” Journal of 
Music Theory 42 (1998): 2."
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Chapter 3: Preliminaries On My Approach 

 

Play versus Ballet 

 

 The structural and dramatic form of Penthesilea was primarily influenced by two factors: 

the plot of the original play by Kleist, and the advice of the choreographer, Vladimir Stadnik. 

The basic idea of the play by Kleist is bold and simple, but it contains several complex details 

which could not be easily expressed in music and dance. The first modification to the play that I 

made was to reduce the main actors to Penthesilea and Achilles, with three to four Greek or 

Amazon warriors. The reasons for this reduction in personnel are partly because of the number of 

dancers that the choreographer can obtain, and partly because the cut characters are either 

involved in sub-plots which would make the dramatic unfolding of the ballet much more intricate 

and possibly confusing, or simply not necessary in a ballet adaption. 

 The cut characters are the three countesses of the Amazons - Prothoe, Meroe, Asteria, 

and the high priestess of Diana. On the Greek side, the kings Odysseus, Diomedes and 

Antilochus were also taken out of the ballet. The reduction in personnel will aid in shifting the 

primary focus to the main characters Achilles and Penthesilea, and it will help to clarify the plot. 

The essential interaction that Penthesilea and Achilles had with these cut characters now takes 

place between Penthesilea or Achilles and the Greek or Amazon soldiers. 

 Heinrich von Kleist’s play originally has twenty-four scenes that are interwoven by an 

intricate plot and many sub plots. For the ballet I reduced the story to ten scenes, which means 

that the plot was condensed and clarified. For easier comparison and to see the modifications for 
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the adaptions between play and the ballet, I will give a brief outline of each scene for both 

Kleist’s play and my ballet: 

Heinrich von Kleist’s Penthesilea, brief outline: 

Scene 1:  

Odysseus, Diomedes and Antilochus discuss the situation of the war and thereby set up 

the atmosphere for the play.  

Scene 2: 

A messenger brings the news that Achilles fell prisoner to the Amazons.  

Scene 3: 

Greeks observe and comment on Achilles’ fight with the Amazons, which they can 

observe from afar. Achilles escapes the Amazons because Penthesilea falls by her own mistake. 

Scene 4: 

Achilles is introduced, he returns to the Greeks and his heroism is celebrated. The Greeks 

try to convince Achilles, who is injured from his recent fight, to return the headquarters. Achilles 

is furthermore informed of a plan to trick the Amazons into an ambush. Achilles does not want to 

fall back onto trickery and states his intent to return to the fight right away. Upon the news that 

the Amazons are attacking again, Achilles rushes again into battle. 

Scene 5: 

Penthesilea returns to the Amazons and is hailed as war heroine, but does not enjoy this 

undeserved praise, as it was through her fault that Achilles escaped. Penthesilea readies herself 

and the Amazons for battle. 
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Scene 6: 

A sub-plot is presented in which the high priestess interacts with flower-girls, in order to 

give some background on the life of the Amazons. 

Scene 7: 

Amazons and girls describe the departure of Penthesilea into battle. 

Scene 8: 

The showdown between Penthesilea and Achilles is described in a dialogue between the 

high priestess and some amazons. Penthesilea is struck down as she and Achilles charge each 

other with lances. 

Scene 9: 

Supposedly gravely injured Penthesilea is among her Amazons again, full of resentment 

about her second failure. She sinks to her supposed death. 

Scene 10: 

Achilles approaches the Amazons. 

Scene 11: 

Being threatened by the Amazons, Achilles strips himself of armor and weapons and 

challenges the Amazons to shoot his unprotected body. As he moves in closer he states his 

emotions for Penthesilea. 

Scene 12:  

More Greek troops arrive, encircling the Amazons. Achilles picks up Penthesilea and 

seems mesmerized by her beauty.  
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Scene 13: 

Achilles states his love for Penthesilea to Prothoe, lamenting her death at his hands. Upon 

seeing that Penthesilea is alive, Achilles happily states that he wants to live in union with her. 

Prothoe asks Achilles to briefly hide so that she may bring this news to the awakening 

Penthesilea. 

Scene 14: 

Prothoe informs Penthesilea about Achilles’ love for her and states that he was taken as a 

prisoner of war, giving himself up, in the face of Penthesilea’s fierce fighting. 

Scene 15: 

Achilles and Penthesilea exchange endearments and discuss future plans. Upon the topic 

of his supposed capture by the Amazons however, Achilles states that he is only Penthesilea’s 

prisoner as a mans heart could be kept imprisoned by his love to a woman, but that she really is 

his prisoner, due to his superior strategy and skill on the battlefield: 

“Zwar durch die Macht der Liebe bin ich dein, Und ewig dieses Band trag’ ich fort; 

Doch durch der Waffen Glück gehörst du mir; Bist mir zu Füßen, Treffliche, gesunken, 

Als wir im Kamp funs trafen, nicht ich dir.” 1 

Scene 16: 

Greek soldiers appear and Achilles rearms himself. Penthesilea is shocked by these 

developments and falls into a mad rage. 

 

 

                                                
1 “By the force of love I am yours, and forever this bond I shall honor; But by the weapons 
fortune you are mine; you feel before my feet, when in battle we met, not me.” Heinrich von 
Kleist “Penthesilea,” in Sämtliche Werke, ed. Erwin Laaths (Munich: Th. Knaur Nachf, 1959), 
325."
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Scene 17: 

Achilles wants Penthesilea to come with him to Phthia, while she wants him to come to 

the temple with her. A brief scuffle breaks out during which Penthesilea and Achilles are 

separated. 

Scene 18: 

Achilles and Penthesilea are convinced by their superiors to return to their respective 

bastions. 

Scene 19: 

The Amazons are delighted to see that Penthesilea is back with them and that Achilles’ attempt 

to take her was unsuccessful. 

Scene 20: 

A messenger sent from Achilles informs Penthesilea that Achilles challenges her to come 

out on the battle field once again. 

Scene 21: 

Achilles is advised not to meet Penthesilea again amidst the recent developments. He is 

informed by his messenger that Penthesilea is moving out with elephants and beasts. Achilles is 

convinced that Penthesilea would never harm him: “Oh die sind zahm, wie sie.”2 

Scene 22: 

The showdown between Penthesilea and Achilles is described by Amazons who can 

observe it from afar.  
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Scene 23: 

In an account by the Amazons, it is described that Penthesilea first shot Achilles with an 

arrow and then mauled and devoured him, together with the dogs that she sent to attack at him. 

Scene 24: 

Penthesilea kills herself, overwhelmed by the developments. 

 
 
 

Penthesilea – Ballet outline: 

Scene 1: Achilles 

Introduction of Achilles. Achilles comes from battle and has an injury on his arm.  

Scene 2: The plan 

Conflict arises between him and Greek soldiers, who want him to come back to 

headquarters and follow their plan to trick Penthesilea. Learning that Penthesilea is attacking, 

Achilles storms off. 

Scene 3: Penthesilea and march of the Amazons 

Amazons appear and seem delighted. Penthesilea appears, but instead of joining into the 

triumphant behavior of the Amazons, her music and dance is beautiful but wistful. The Amazons 

arm themselves and ready for battle, before they march off. 

Scene 4: The Battle 

A battle ensues between the Amazons and the Greeks led by Penthesilea and Achilles. 
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Scene 5: Penthesilea’s death and Achilles’ lament 

Penthesilea sinks to her death and Achilles is overwhelmed by her beauty upon seeing her 

closely. Assuming she is dead, Achilles falls into a lament and grows exceedingly angry about 

his supposed loss. 

Scene 6: Penthesilea’s Awakening and Achilles’ surrender 

Penthesilea awakens much to Achilles’ delight, but every move he makes towards her is 

answered by confusion and escape by Penthesilea. Amazons appear and Achilles strips himself 

of his armor and gives himself up to the Amazons. 

Scene 7: Love and Betrayal 

The newfound lovers, Achilles and Penthesilea, dance a love duet. Penthesilea and 

Achilles eventually come to rest, laying beside each other. The sleeping Penthesilea is bound by 

Achilles so that he may take her back to the Greek headquarters. Achilles’ attempt at kidnapping 

Penthesilea is thwarted by the Amazons and in the ensuing scuffle Penthesilea and Achilles are 

separated. 

Scene 8: Contemplation 

Achilles contemplates his actions and longs for Penthesilea. He comes to the conclusion 

that he must return to her. 

Scene 9: The Return and Death of Achilles 

Achilles once again strips himself of his armor and sets out to see Penthesilea, assuming 

he would be spared again. Achilles meets the raging Penthesilea and to his surprise receives a 

debilitating blow by her. Penthesilea shows no mercy to the injured Achilles and kills him 

savagely. 
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Scene 10: The Death of Penthesilea 

Penthesilea is overwhelmed by her actions and takes her own life.  

 

As the summaries of the play and my ballet in comparison show, the plot was 

considerably condensed. Two sub plots were removed: first the interaction between the high 

priestess and the Amazons and flower girls, secondly a love relationship between another 

Amazon and a Greek soldier. The reason for the removal of these sub plots is that they would 

add considerably to the complexity of the plot for the ballet, which already has quite an active 

dramatic dynamic.  

 A turning point in the play, and likely one of the most important moments both 

dramatically and logically, occurs in Scene 15 when Achilles states his superiority in the battle 

field and the true nature of his being with Penthesilea. Kleist worded Achilles’ statement 

beautifully, and one can see the idea of the play at its clearest form. After much consideration 

about how to express Achilles’ statement musically and equally important choreographically, I 

decided that Scene 15, as given in the play, would not be graphic or physical enough to have the 

clarity necessary to work within the context of the ballet. I therefore decided that Achilles’ 

“betrayal” would be to tie up the sleeping Penthesilea. This I feel will be much more visual and 

have a stronger dramatic impact than any attempt to express Kleist’s deep but complex writing in 

dance and music. 

 Another obvious reduction was the removal of the scenes in which eyewitness accounts 

of off-stage activity is given. In the ballet, these moments - such as the battle between Greeks 

and Amazons, the showdowns between Achilles and Penthesilea, and Achilles’ graphic death - 

provide welcome physicality that will, unlike in the play, be de facto on stage. 
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 While the primary intention for condensing the plot of the play was to create enough 

clarity for the ballet to work well, I feel that it also aids the universality of the plot in terms of 

setting and epoch. I intentionally wrote music that would be the most universal without 

inflictions that would make specific ethnic, epochal or geographic suggestions. The basic idea in 

the ballet should be so clear that it allows for great flexibility in the production.  

 Apart from the actual play itself, consultation with the choreographer was another 

considerable factor in forming the overall shape of the ballet. The choreographer steadily 

reminded me of the importance of the danceability of the music. Musically this translated to an 

active melodic language, a high frequency of gestures and an emphasis of melodic and rhythmic 

flow. Ballet dancers work primarily with melody as their source for motion and dance moves. A 

stagnant melody with long notes without activity can create some difficulties for the dancers and 

choreographer. All the themes that I composed therefore have varied melodic motion and a 

diverse rhythm. 

 The emphasis on the physicality of the music and dance furthermore influenced the 

orchestration. Whenever a theme has a long note, the orchestration will carry it over with some 

contrapuntal melody or some gesture. Meeting with the choreographer I often brought various 

sketches of themes and more often than not ended up using the most active version of a theme. 

 The need for simplicity in the plot directly translated into the music, and in testing 

various versions with the choreographer, it was more often than not the most bold and simple 

ideas that were kept and elaborated. Working with an experienced choreographer also helped me 

understand the importance of timing. While I have composed film music in the past and am quite 

adept at writing for a set time frame, for the ballet it was important to understand how long 

something will, should, and may take. It was important to be aware of how long it typically takes 
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for a certain number of dancers to enter or leave the stage, or how fast or slow typical dance 

moves are performed.  

 
 
 

Themes and Motives 
 
 
 For my ballet I use a limited number of distinct motives and themes that are constructed 

out of those motives. This approach of creating an association of a person or object with a 

musical motive, theme or harmony finds its most famous analog in the operatic writing of 

Richard Wagner, who made extensive use of his Leitmotif. 3 While the long Wagnerian melodies 

are not very suitable for ballet, his Leitmotif technique is a great device for creating dramatic 

clarity. Using motives in this way is very similar to my approach to composing, as I am a firm 

practitioner of motivic development and developing variations. It is a core aspect of my 

technique as a composer to create long ideas out of small motivic germs, which is a primary 

mean of thematic construction in Penthesilea. 

 Motives and themes associated with characters in ballet are frequently encountered, and 

the Russian composers of the last wave of commissioned twentieth century grand ballets made 

frequent use of this technique. 4 Spartacus by Aram Khachaturian as well as Sergey Prokofiev’s 

Romeo and Juliet, or L’Enfant Prodigue are good examples of Leitmotif in ballet. 

                                                
3 Arnold Whittall, "Leitmotif," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University 

Press, accessed March 27, 2014, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/16360. 

4 Helmut Kirchmeyer, “Wagner – Stravinsky: Ein unmöglicher Vergleich?” Archiv Für 
Musikwissenschaft, Vol. 64 (2007): 230."
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 Penthesilea has two primary themes, each with characteristic motives and melodic 

segments that are employed throughout the ballet. The first of these themes is the Achilles theme, 

as shown below in example 2.1. 

Example 2.1:Penthesilea, Scene. 1, mm. 28 – 38, Horn: The Achilles Theme 

 

 

The Achilles theme is constructed out of the Achilles motive:  

The Achilles motive and theme are rather simplistic in their character, which is suitable with how 

I interpret the character of Achilles: He is bold and heroic, he is primarily physical, his fame 

came about through action, not word. 5 His theme naturally had to have a more masculine 

character than Penthesilea’s. This masculinity was achieved by using bolder melodic contours 

and a lack of the florid embellishments that Penthesilea’s theme has. The simplicity and boldness 

of Achilles’ theme should not suggest a simplicity or lack of depth of character, but rather a 

focus on his physical qualities and serve the heroic and militaristic aspects of his character. 

 The Achilles theme and its motives serve as motivic germ for almost all of the music 

associated with Achilles and the Greek soldiers. The melodic simplicity of the theme lends itself 

quite well for motivic development. Throughout Penthesilea the Achilles theme undergoes 
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considerable permutation while its provenance is still recognizable. For easy comparison, the 

most prominent versions of the Achilles theme are collected below in example 2.2. 

 

Example 2.2: 

 

 

I will elaborate more on each version of the theme and the occurrences of the Achilles motive in 

the context of the discussion of the respective scenes. 
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Penthesilea, Scene 5, mm. 20 - 33, Horn: Achilles’ Lament Theme 

Penthesilea, Scene 6, mm. 24 - 32, Horn: Achilles’ Disarrnanent Theme 

Penthesilea, Scene 4, mm. 73 -76, Horn: Achilles’ War Theme Variation 

Penthesilea, Scene 4, mm. 21-24, Trumpet: Achilles’ War Theme
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 Penthesilea’s theme (example 2.3) in comparison to Achilles’ theme features more 

complex rhythms and a greater motivic variety. An aspect of the Penthesilea’s theme is its 

chromaticism and modal ambiguity. This ambiguity and mystery aides in completing the Affekt 

that I want associated with the Amazon queen of blinding beauty.6 

Example 2.3 Penthesilea, Scene 3, mm. 18 – 27, oboe. 

 

 

The motives and melodic segments taken from the Penthesilea theme are shown below in 

example 2.4. 

Example 2.4: Penthesilea motives 

 

These two motives are used as the primary motives in scenes associated with Penthesilea or the 

amazons. The feminism that is inherent to the Penthesilea motive in my opinion finds expression 

in the elegant melodic contour and sensuality of the theme itself. A more detailed discussion of 
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the specifics of the themes and their construction will follow in the discussion of the individual 

scenes. 

 

Harmony 

 

 Much like other twentieth and twenty-first century composers who sidestep traditional 

harmonic turns and progressions by either inventing or appropriating existing procedures, I have 

used several such techniques myself. One technique that may be unique to my tonal language, as 

I have as of yet not discovered it explicitly used in the way I use it, neither in jazz, popular or 

classical music. I will refer to this technique from this point on as Lydian Dominant Substitution. 

The name comes about quite simply through the harmonic makeup of the chord used: a major 

seventh chord with an added raised fourth, used as a substitute for a dominant class chord.  

Example 2.5 shows that through enharmonic respelling, the pitches can be organized in thirds: 

Example 2.5: 

 

 

More important than the spelling of the chord, however, is the intervallic makeup and the 

potential for harmonic tension and release that the Lydian chord contains: The tritone that 

consists between its root and its lowered fifth (in a respelled configuration) can be resolved just 

like it would in a dominant seventh (V7) or leading-tone chord vii°7. The main difference 

between the Lydian chord and a leading tone chord (vii°), however, is that the Lydian chord is of 
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a major quality and contains two perfect sounding intervals. This gives the Lydian chord an 

asymmetrical beauty and yet balanced quality. 

 The rather adventurous spelling of the Lydian chord comes about through its true nature, 

which really is a tritone dominant cell dressed up with some harmonic coloration. I derived the 

Lydian dominant chord from the following procedure: much like the leading tone chord in 

German music theory is considered a shortened dominant chord or verkürzte Dominante,7 so is 

the Lydian Dominant chord derivative of an altered dominant seventh chord. In the key of C 

minor, the dominant chord would be G. With an added seventh (F) it would become G7. Adding 

a raised 9th (A#) to the chord would produce G7#9, and lastly adding the m13th to the chord  

(Eb would yield G7#9b13. In the resulting hexa-chord (G,B,D,F,A#,Eb) the fifth (D) is omitted 

so that the m13 (Eb) may assume that role, implying a raised fifth, leaving the penta-chord 

(G,B,F,A#,Eb). Much in the way in which the leading tone chord is derived in German theory, 

the root of the chord (G) is dropped, to leave the tetra-chord (B,F,A#,Eb). Respelled 

enharmonically, these pitches may be organized in thirds, leaving a major seventh chord with a 

lowered fifth: (B,D#,F,A#). Example 2.6 illustrates this process. 

Example 2.6: 
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While the enharmonic respelling is helpful in terms of understanding the derivation of the 

chord, it is somewhat problematic when one observes the Lydian dominant in the most basic of 

cadential forms: !VII7b5 ! i, demonstrated below in example 2.7. 

 

Example 2.7 

 

 The beauty and smoothness of the process comes about through the enharmonically 

shared third in both chords (D#/Eb), which really never is a D# but always an Eb. Even smoother 

progressions can be obtained when tonicizing minor 7th chords, because two pitches are shared, 

as example 2.8 shows. 

Example 2.8 

 

 The resolution of the Lydian dominant chord to a Maj7 chord is equally satisfying as the raised 

seventh of the Lydian chord itself is perceived with a strong upwards resolution tendency, 

demonstrated below in example 2.9. 
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Example 2.9 

 

 

Colorful results can be obtained, when resolving the Lydian dominant chord deceptively, to the 

relative major or minor of the sought respective tonic as example 2.10 shows. 

Example 2.10 

 

The best results are generally obtained in the deceptive resolution in minor, since the shared 

pitch smoothens the exoticism of the resulting sound. What on paper looks like it would yield the 

sound of a chromatic-mediant progression, sounds like a satisfying cadence with conclusive 

weight. 

 I use this method of substituting the dominant chord frequently in my music as I see 

stylistically fit. The Lydian dominant chord can be used for brief coloration or tonicization, 

prolonged pedal passages, or as a pen-ultimate chord in a final cadence. I frequently employ the 

Lydian dominant chord in chains, having one Lydian dominant chord lead into the next, feeding 

of the musical tension of the previous.  

 The Lydian dominant chord can also be used in a somewhat pre-dominant fashion, in 

which it strongly evokes a need for resolution, but then still leaves the possibility to re-add the 

dominant root underneath in order to give it the full weight of the traditional dominant chord. I 
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have used this technique in the second movement “Penthesilea”, where I chose to create a sound 

world for the Amazon queen that would have fresh sounds, but would not abandon tonality and 

still be logical and functionally driven. 

 I make use of the chord’s exotic beauty to emphasize the effect of Penthesilea’s stunning 

attractiveness for her first appearance in Scene 3, mm. 11 – 15, shown below in example 2.11. 

Example 2.11: Penthesilea, Scene 3, mm. 11 – 15, Strings: 

  

 

Here I connect three Lydian chords that then resolve into the dominant chord, preparing 

Penthesilea’s solo dance. The chords are namely EbMaj7b5, Ab Maj7b5, GbMaj7b5 into D7 Alt. 
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Counterpoint 

 

 In Penthesilea I used three different approaches to contrapuntal writing, each of which I 

find necessary to elaborate on, before turning towards their application in the ballet. The three 

types of contrapuntal writing are imitative fugal and canonic writing, a texture smoothing 

pseudo-polyphony, and brief contrapuntal gestures that carry themes over in places in which the 

melodic flow might otherwise be too complicated to translate into motion. 

Penthesilea features a great amount of contrapuntal accompaniment parts that either 

support the drama by adding forward motion to sections that might otherwise be stagnant, or that 

deliberately soften the texture and blur contours in a sort of Scheinpolyphonie. A technique with 

which I created several contrapuntal textures for accompanying with good effect is something 

that I have observed often in Richard Wagner’s music, but have found even more so in the piano 

music of Johannes Brahms and other romantics. Diether de la Motte coined the term Netztechnik8 

for this technique and offers a great exploration of it in his book Kontrapunkt.  

For my version of Netztechnik I create lines that outline the harmony at the respective 

point in the piece and at the same time intertwine with the main theme. In a voice reduction some 

very contrapuntal sounding sections in Penthesilea would actually be simple. Much like the 

rhythmic offset in the mensuration canons of the Renaissance, my Scheinpolyphonie lines have a 

varied rhythmic content, so that a frequent motivic conflict ensues. While these lines are quite 

simple in their melodic content, the textural effect due to to the rhythmic offset is impressive. I 

have used this technique primarily when I wanted to evoke strongly emotional and smooth 
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textures. Scenes 5, 6, and 7, which feature very romantic content, are saturated with this 

technique. 

 Imitative counterpoint in fugal or canonic fashion is employed frequently in Penthesilea, 

not only because it seems to be a natural part of my musical language, but because of its various 

affectual properties. Imitative counterpoint has a distinct Affekt, and the dialogue that ensues 

between the imitative parts is a dramatic device that I found very effective in the context of the 

ballet and the nonverbal communication required to express the plot. 

 A way in which imitative counterpoint is greatly supportive of dramatic writing lies in the 

very nature of the entrance of the individual part. The additive effect that eventually leads to the 

polyphonic texture associated with contrapuntal writing also serves to intensify the musical 

drama as the voices add up. The possibilities in which this can translate into musical symbolism 

are many. For example in the battle scene, I used imitative counterpoint for the entrance of the 

Greek soldiers. The strict imitation at the unison provides both the Affekt of the multiplicity of an 

army and at the same time the ordered entrance one associates with a military operation. 

 Another way in which imitative counterpoint found extensive use in Penthesilea is in 

creating dialogue between characters. Much like a conversation, which allows for simultaneous 

exchange of information, contrapuntal writing in music allows for simultaneous themes, and in 

this specific case of a ballet simultaneous dancing by two dancers. While fugato writing is often 

associated with stern or rather intellectual writing, likely due to its consideration as the crown 

jewel of contrapuntal writing in academe 9, I have found that it can create a great sense of 

intimacy and a sensual quality. One of the most intimate moments of the ballet, the love duet of 

Penthesilea and Achilles, makes use of fugato writing. The aspect that imitative writing has a 
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leader and an imitative follower furthermore translates wonderfully into the world of dance, 

where partner dances predominantly feature a leader and a follower. 

 In terms of contrapuntal technique, or traditional voice leading aspects, my imitative 

writing maintains the basic qualitative parameters associated with good contrapuntal writing, but 

is expanded to allow for the extended harmonic techniques that I like to incorporate into my 

writing. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis Of The Scenes 

 

Scene 1: 

 

 The first scene serves to present Achilles. The scene establishes the character, mood and 

important musical gestures associated with the hero. In his first appearance, Achilles is at rest 

with his arm being tended to by two other soldiers: Achilles’ vehement refusal of the help serves 

for dramatic and musical conflict. I chose to make Achilles’ aversion towards being aided by the 

soldiers a large part of the scene because this is a returning theme in Kleist’s play.1 Both 

musically and dramatically Achilles’ rise is interrupted. 

 The initial conflict and hindrance that the scene holds, divides the scene musically into 

two sections: 1. the wounded Achilles, attempting to rise and return to battle, mm. 1 – 27, and 2. 

the resolution of the conflict, both musically and dramatically, in mm. 28 – 38 as Achilles rises 

and and presents himself as the fearless warrior that he is widely regarded as.2 

 The first section has several aspects in the area of thematic development, harmony and 

rhythm that deserve some mention. First, despite the movement being saturated with the Achilles 

theme and motives derivative thereof, the first hint at the theme is interesting in terms of motivic 

development, harmony and orchestration. The Achilles motive is incomplete in the bassoon and 
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followed by a fragmented rising figure constructed out of the continuation of the Achilles theme. 

This is demonstrated below in example 3.1. 

Example 3.1: Penthesilea, Scene 1, mm. 1 – 9. 

 

 

 The first two chords of the section and indeed of the entire ballet are two Lydian chords 

in mm. 4, installed in the strings. The mildly dissonant qualities of the Lydian chords create an 

atmosphere of light unrest without any overpowering cacophony. The harmonic goal of the entire 

buildup, dramatically fed by Achilles’ attempts to ready himself for the fight, and the soldiers 

tending to his arm, is the key center of the scene, Eb. 

 The buildup towards the harmonic goal Eb is accomplished with a dominant pedal (Bb), 

most notable in the buildups in mm. 14 -17 and mm. 19 – 27. Each buildup is interrupted by brief 

woodwind interludes representing the soldiers holding back Achilles. Lydian harmony serves as 

an effective chromatic shift for each of the woodwinds interludes, notably in mm. 18 – 19. 

 One of the dramatic turning points in the scene is the resolution of the dominant pedal in 

mm. 28 – 33. This section furthermore contains the first full presentation of the Achilles theme. 

The form of the Achilles theme that is presented here in the horn contains all the musical germs 

out of which all of the Greek and Achilles themes have been derived. From this point on, the 
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horn will be the foremost instrument associated with Achilles, and the brass will be associated 

with the Greek soldiers. 

 

Scene 2: The Plan 

 

 The second scene of Penthesilea, “The plan,” is performed attacca, and much like the 

first scene is laden with conflict arising from Achilles’ insubordination. The Greeks inform 

Achilles of a war trick with which they want to beat the Amazons. Achilles, true to his hero 

persona, does not want to fall back on any trickery. 

 The conflict within the scene is primarily established with sections contrasting in 

dynamics, mood, harmonies, and orchestration. The second scene features a dialogue between 

bassoon and horn, representing respectively the Greeks and Achilles.  

 The Achilles theme appears in two variations in the scene, in mm. 8 - 11 and mm.  20 - 

25, both times in the horn. Especially the first variation of the Achilles theme (mm.9 -11) 

features strong contrast. As example 3.2 shows, the theme is accompanied by a military march 

rhythm, which is another recurring motive associated with the male soldiers. 

Example 3.2: Penthesilea, Scene 2, mm. 8 – 11. 

 

 

The dramatic turning point and the most notable point in terms of orchestration in this 

scene is likely the messenger informing Achilles of the approaching Amazons, occurring in mm. 
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27 - 32. The relatively calm Achilles reacts wildly, readies his weapons and storms off,  

accompanied by a full orchestral texture. The departure of Achilles in mm. 34 - 43, contains the 

most physical gestures in the orchestration of the scene. Strings and woodwinds buildup towards 

hits, with the brass playing the second variation of the Achilles theme. The half cadence, which 

would otherwise leave the scene harmonically open, is resolved by a final iteration of the 

marching rhythm on the timpani. 

 
 

Scene 3 

 

 Scene 3 serves to establish two core ideas for the ballet: first, Penthesilea is presented as 

complex and with more emotional depth than Achilles. Second, the Amazons are associated with 

Latin and Funk rhythms. Dramatically and musically, the plot divides Scene 3 into three major 

sections. 

 The first section, spanning mm. 1 -10, presents the Amazons and their respective musical 

cues. The rhythms that I chose to be associated with the Amazons are so prominent and regularly 

featured with the Amazons that I attribute Leitmotif function to them. The rhythms of the 

Amazons are Latin influenced Funk/Jazz rhythms that were created by transforming typical 

drum-set patterns, or grooves, into a complex of Ostinati, played by the string section. What is 

ordinarily unpitched percussion and performed on a drum set is now both harmonic 

accompaniment and driving rhythmic momentum as shown in example 3.3. 
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Example 3.3: Penthesilea, Scene 3, mm. 2 – 4. 

 

  

In terms of Orchestration the texture of the section is dominated by short hits from the 

woodwinds and strings. A fast run into each hit, played by the first violins, adds motion and 

interest to a primarily rhythmic idea, that might otherwise become too repetitive. 

 Harmonically, the opening section of the scene serves as a buildup towards the harmonic 

goal, the Penthesilea chord in measure 11. The key center of the movement is G, and the 

dominant pedal spanning the eight bars leading into the Penthesilea chord creates a strong 

anticipation for its resolution. 

 The next section of the scene establishes two very important musical aspects that will be 

of great importance for the ballet. The first of these is the Penthesilea chord, an Eb Major 7 chord 

with an added raised 11th. The Penthesilea chord, which represents Penthesilea’s blinding beauty, 

sounds again in Scene 5, when she rises from her supposed death. This initial appearance of 

Penthesilea, in mm. 11 – 15 is saturated with Lydian harmonies and features the Lydian 

dominant substitution that was elaborated on in the preliminary section. 
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 Second, the Penthesilea theme and its primary instrument, the oboe are presented. The 

Penthesilea theme spanning mm. 18 – 27, and its fragments contain all melodic germs out of 

which the Amazon’s themes and ostinato have been derived. Penthesilea’s solo dance, has a hint 

of melancholy, brought about by the lyrical theme, but also by the carefully constructed 

harmonies. The harmonic progression accompanying Penthesilea’s theme deserves closer 

analysis, as shown in example 3.4. 

Example 3.4:  

 

 

The exotic but lyrical Affekt of the Penthesilea theme and subsequently her dance, comes 

likely about by the use of carefully chosen substitution chords. I substituted the subdominant 

(cm) with an Ab Lydian chord. This substitution lends some exotic color to the otherwise 

predictable i-iv motion. The chromatic step in the bass in measure 20 towards the b2 hints at a 

Neapolitan chord, but the tritone created by the Ab and the D adds some color that is not found 

in the more traditional approach of using the Neapolitan in predominant function. The Ab Lydian 

chord is followed by another Lydian chord in measure 21, functioning as a Lydian dominant 

substitute, but resolving deceptively into an Eb major chord in bar 22. 

The final section of the second theme serves to illustrate the Amazons readying to return 

to their battle. This march of the Amazons returns later in Scene 6, when Achilles becomes 
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supposed prisoner of war to Penthesilea. In terms of orchestration, it should be pointed out that 

no brass instruments carry any melodic elements, and the woodwinds and strings dominate the 

melodic texture. The melodic material featured in this final section, spanning mm. 37 – 65, is 

directly constructed out of the Penthesilea theme, quite noticeably in the first melodic gesture in 

the woodwinds in mm. 46m, illustrated below in example 3.5. 

Example 3.5: Penthesilea, Scene 3, mm. 46 -48. 

 

 

The scene concludes with the armed Amazons leaving the stage, accompanied by a repeating 

melodic fragment, found in the strings in mm. 57 – 65. 

 At this point in the ballet the two main characters have been established, and their 

respective Leitmotifs, harmonic realms, and rhythms are set. The musical contrast between 

Achilles and Penthesilea expands through rhythms, harmonies, and melodic language. This 

contrast serves as a great catalyst for musical and dramatic conflict; and with both parties 

prepared for war, the next scene will feature an abundance of musical ideas built on the very 

contrast that consists between the Greek and Amazon sound-worlds. 
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Scene 4: The Battle 

 

 The battle scene has primarily two dramatic goals: First to establish the fighting style and 

contrast between Greeks and Amazons and second to be the most physical scene of the ballet. In 

musical terms this was accomplished with big orchestral gestures, driving rhythms and a high 

frequency of events. The primary contrast that is to portrayed musically is that of brute force and 

physical strength versus nimble speed and versatility. 

 The first large section of scene 4 consists of alternating presentations of each army, and 

can be divided into four subsections, each dedicated alternatingly to Greeks and Amazons. The 

first of these sections follows the opening bugle call, which is rhythmically derived from the 

Achilles motive and is an important recurring idea in the movement. The first Greek army 

section, spanning measures 1 – 41 has three important musical aspects.  

First, this section contains the Greek/Achilles war rhythm. This rhythm is a variation of a 

standard left/right marching pattern with an added syncopation in the second bar. The ostinato 

sounds for the first time in bars 2 – 4 in the basses.  

The second important musical aspect is the use of staggered, canonic brass entrances 

which is a recurring idea throughout the ballet, symbolizing the ordered, unforgiving entrance of 

an army. The additive effect of the voices lends itself very well for this task. These fugal brass 

entrances take place in mm. 7 – 19. 

 Lastly, the first Greek section holds the Achilles/Greek battle theme variation, which 

sounds for the first time in bars 21 – 28 in the brass. Imitative counterpoint adds interest to the 

repeated theme in mm. 31 – 33.  
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 The orchestration of the battle scene is colorful and diverse, and the first Greek scene is 

no exception. The brass theme quickly alternates with hits from the strings and low brass, while 

the war rhythm ostinato drives the music forward. 

 The most obvious difference between the Greek scene and the first Amazon scene, 

following the former in mm. 41 – 71, is that all thematic material is placed in the woodwinds, 

much like it was in Scene 3, the introduction of the Amazons. 

 My approach to creating a strong contrast to the heavy, pounding Greek soldiers music 

was to make use of syncopation and to place melodic material into higher registers. I wanted to 

portray the Amazons as nimble, fast fighters and the music needed to reflect this.  

 In terms of orchestral effects, the first part of the Amazons dance is dominated by a 32nd 

note trill figure in the woodwinds. I decided to place this gesture into the Amazons battle dance 

after searching for something that would resemble somewhat of a battle cry, again aiming for a 

certain degree of exoticism without revealing a clear ethnic origin. 

 In order to increase the tension and add to the dramatic buildup the second Greek 

entrance, in measure 71 is placed into a 6/4 meter. The ostinato that was established for the 

Greek soldiers now experiences a metric transformation. The 6/4 meter allows for several 

rhythmic possibilities: on one hand, a two against three rhythmic texture can be created by 

layering different rhythms, and one can furthermore alternate 6/4 bars with 4/4 hemiola bars so 

that the rhythmic drive can be increased even more. I used this effect in mm. 81 – 92 where 6/4 

feel directly alternates with driving 4/4 hemiolas. The uplifting effect of this rhythmic variation 

is increased by fast upward runs in xylophone and strings. 
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 After a 6/4 variation of the Amazons theme the bugle call motive returns with staggered 

entrances in mm. 110 – 13 to build up into the first dramatic highpoint of the scene: The clash of 

the two opposing forces. 

 Aiming to portray the relentless aggression of a battle, the musical devices I chose to 

focus on were rhythm and gesture. One aspect in the area of harmony however does deserve 

mention here. In order to unify the harmonically different Greek and Amazon themes, both 

themes experienced slight permutation in order to fit with the octatonic scale, which serves as the 

common denominator for both themes during the large battle. 

 The intensity of the scene is maintained by quick alternation of one-bar fragments of both 

the Greek and the Amazon themes. The contrast of the square eighth-note brass lines 

symbolizing the Greek soldiers and the syncopated, angular Amazon theme fragments is the 

primary means for creating the scene’s energy, which is shown below, in example 3.6. 

Example 3.6: Penthesilea, Scene 4, mm. 114 – 116. 

 

  

The second dramatic highpoint of the scene is the showdown between Penthesilea and 

Achilles, during which Penthesilea is knocked unconscious into her supposed death. My primary 
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goal was to adequately portray the intensity of the encounter, and a carefully constructed buildup 

in measures 140 – 148 leads to the scene’s climax in bar 150. 

An F#Maj7b5 chord played by the strings with the first violins holding it at a high 

register, sets up an atmosphere of instability hinting at the impending drama. With the F# leading 

tone pedal the instability and tension of the scene is maintained throughout the buildup. 

Woodwinds and brass exchange quick bouts of the Achilles and Penthesilea motives gradually 

filling the orchestral texture, while glissandi in the strings in mm. 145 – 147 increase the tension 

leading into the final measures before the climax, shown below in example 3.7.  

Example 3.7: Penthesilea, Scene 4, mm. 145 – 147. 

 

 

Likely the most effective element in increasing the experience of the force with which the 

two opponents collide is the half rest grand pause in bar 149. The two beats of silence function in 

a way in which they at first under-fulfill the listeners’ expectations and then surprise with a big 

orchestral gesture. Downward glissandi followed by descending lines in the strings lead into the 

Penthesilea chord in mm. 151 – 156, concluding Scene 4. 
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Scene 5 – Achilles’ Lament 
 

 Achilles’ lament as the direct response to Penthesilea’s death3 has two distinct sections. 

The first section is his encounter and enchantment with Penthesilea’s blinding beauty, and the 

second his realization of her supposed death. The two sections are distinctly different and the 

mood for each has been created with a carefully selected set of musical devices. 

 The opening section of the lament portrays the moment during which Achilles falls in 

love with the Amazon queen, and upon his close encounter, the Penthesilea chord and 

progression sounds in the strings, woodwinds and brass. To soften the texture and to intensify the 

love Affekt, I created a pseudo-polyphonic texture, which superimposes three different 

accompanying lines, each with different rhythmic subdivisions in flute, clarinet, harp, and piano 

in mm. 6 - 10. This love-texture is a recurring idea that finds vast use in the later Pas des deux. 

The lush texture, serving as the backdrop to a love-drunk Achilles reduces itself to an altered 

dominant chord in the strings, which sets up the next section, the actual lament. 

 The primary points of interest in the second section of the lament scene, are the Achilles 

lament theme variation, the contrapuntal accompaniment texture and the way in which both find 

interruption. The Achilles lament theme sounds for the first time in mm. 10 - 15, after which it is 

picked up by the horn in bars 20 - 33. 

 The Achilles theme experiences a recurring interruption by means of a descending half 

step motive, which first sounds in mm. 12 in the strings. This motive will develop in terms of 

frequency of occurrence and intensity. The dramatic reasoning behind introducing this motive 

into the lament theme is the growing realization and resentment within Achilles, the merciless 

warrior. The slaying of Penthesilea is the only instance during which Achilles feels regret and 

                                                
3 Alexander, 216. 
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this very feeling that quickly traded place with the initial rush of victory begins to dominate the 

lament. 

 Finally, the accompaniment for the lament spanning mm. 17 - 30 plays a large role for 

creating the solemn feel of the scene. Simple but very effective, a two part syncopated 

contrapuntal texture creating suspensions between the parts. The accompaniment which is shared 

by the English horn and the bassoon sounds organ-like and lends the scene a sound often 

associated with sacred keyboard music. The chain of 7-6 suspension is however not traditionally 

prepared, as leaps into dissonances give way to the extended tertian harmonies. 

  

Scene 6: Resurrection and Surrender 

 

 The dramatic and musical goals of the resurrection and surrender scene are to express the 

delight that Achilles experiences upon discovering that Penthesilea is still alive, the vast 

difference in response to each other between Penthesilea and Achilles, and lastly the surrender of 

Achilles and finding its musical symbolism. 

 The scene is made up of two major sections, the first spanning mm. 1 - 23, and depicting 

Penthesilea’s resurrection, and the second spanning 24 – 39, which musically represents Achilles’ 

surrender to the Amazons. To symbolize Penthesilea’s resurrection, or rather her regaining of 

consciousness various musical devices were used.  

 First, the oboe carefully enters solo in measure 1, followed by various rising gestures in 

mm. 2 - 5. The first time Penthesilea’s motive sounds complete is in mm. 7 - 8. Here 

Penthesilea’s motive leads into a section that stands out because of the orchestration. The chords 

from 8 - 9 morph from a string into a woodwind orchestration by means of quick crescendos in 
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the woodwinds and forte pianos in the strings. The effect emphasizes the turn of events to the 

lighter side from the previous lament, shown below in example 3.8. 

Example 3.8, Penthesilea, Scene 6, mm. 8 – 9. 

 

  

With Penthesilea having regained consciousness, I used melodic gestures and 

orchestration to show the harsh contrast in the reaction that each other had towards the other’s 

presence. The two demeanors I set out to portray were love-drunk stupor and harsh 

defensiveness. Measures 12 – 13 and 16 - 18 see a return of the Achilles’ love texture with 

winding accompaniment lines softening the texture. This is contrasted musically with short 

erratic statements in the oboe over short hits in the high register of the strings in mm. 14 and mm. 

19 – 20. 

 The next section of the scene, depicting Achilles’ surrender draws primarily from the 

strings and the horn, Achilles’ primary instrument of association. Measures 24 - 30 feature a 

combination of the Achilles battle theme and his lament theme variation. The actual surrender of 
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Achilles to Penthesilea, and thus the Amazons, is symbolized in measure 31 – 32 when the horn 

actually plays the Penthesilea theme. This the first and only time this takes place in the ballet, 

and this moment is a horn solo, prolonged with two fermatas. The empty solo texture of the 

horns final pitches strengthens the impact of the closing bars of Scene 6, which is the triumphant 

march of the Amazons. This music underscores the departure of the Amazons, Penthesilea, and 

their supposed prisoner of war, Achilles. 

 
 

Scene 7: Love and Betrayal 

 

 The love scene of Penthesilea, is made up primarily of two sections. The first, spanning 

mm. 1 – 50 serves as the backdrop to Achilles’ eventually successful attempts to court 

Penthesilea. The second section, a Pas des Deux, which ranges from mm. 51 – 88, is the musical 

depiction of how their passionate romance unfolds. 

 The nature of Achilles’ attempts and Penthesilea’s changing response to them leads to a 

further subdivision, which makes the first section of the love scene more of an alternating dance 

than a partner dance, as each dancer dominates a section. Because Achilles attempts to impress 

Penthesilea twice, in terms of formal parameters, the repetition of action and intent lead to the 

love scene being a theme and variation form, although it is a through composed one.  

 The primary theme for the love scene is the love theme, which returns in successive 

scenes as well. The head of the love theme was constructed out of the descending fourth motive 

of the Achilles theme, with each pitch enclosed with upper and lower neighbor notes. The love 

theme is shown below in example 3.9. 
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Example 3.9: Penthesilea, Scene 7, mm. 9 – 16, Horn: 

 

The love theme sounds in its basic form for the first time in mm. 9 – 15, and its variation in mm. 

33 – 40.  

 Penthesilea, symbolized by the oboe responds in various ways to Achilles’ attempts. The 

first time in mm. 22 – 32, she is rather unimpressed. The second time in mm. 44 - 47 her 

response is dramatically and musically a turning point in the scene. In Penthesilea’s second 

response, the Penthesilea theme is placed over the love-texture, with lush woodwinds creating a 

beautiful backdrop for the oboe line. The flute repeatedly dives into its lowest register, which 

though weak, serves primarily for coloration, since the oboe line should be the primary focus of 

attention. 

 The second large section of the love scene has three aspects that deserve mention. 

Depicting a sensual romance between the protagonists, one of my goals was to musically create 

as much passion as I could. For this I chose a metric transformation to a 12/8 meter so that the 

partner dance would have a light waltz feel due to the 8th note groupings but also because it 

would allow for building up energy with superimposing duple and triple feel rhythms. The 

opening of the Pas des deux finds the final variation of the love theme in mm. 55 - 59. The theme 

head now alternates between oboe and horn, which join for the remainder of the theme so that 

the dancers interpreting the respective part may do the same, representing the beginning union 

between Penthesilea and Achilles. 
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 This section furthermore has another metric change, wherein a Latin bossa rhythm is 

introduced over the 12/8 feel. The introduction of the Latin feel in mm. 59 serves not only as a 

transition but represents an elision of the love theme’s 12/8 variation ending and the beginning of 

the next section. Likely the most sensual moment of the scene occurs during mm. 66 -72, when a 

carefully constructed fugato between oboe and horn depicts the gradual fusion of the two dancers 

into a unit. The imitation is free, with the answers giving way to the extended tertian harmonies 

of the section. Following the rules of good counterpoint, the interaction between the two parts is 

complementing and truly individual, as can be observed below in example 3.10. 

Example. 3.10: Penthesilea, Scene 7, mm. 66 – 72.

 

  

The fugato section is followed by a buildup in mm. 73 – 81, with the harmonic goal of Eb 

Major. The musical climax of the love scene occurs in mm. 82 – 86, where three different duple 

and triple figures are superimposed. The orchestration of the climax, though simple in principle 

depicts the bubbling excitement that the Achilles and Penthesilea encounter led to and diffuses 

the built up tension of the scene. The texture decrescendos into a thinner texture, resolving 
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harmonically into an Eb major chord, with the oboe and horn sounding in the harmony of a 

major third. This third is another symbolism, ever so subtle, showing the supposed harmony 

between Achilles and Penthesilea, brought about by the unfolding of their budding relationship. 

 The betrayal of Penthesilea, by means of the attempted kidnapping, is depicted in mm. 91 

– 131. The section has three musical elements that deserve mention: First, orchestration and 

harmony are used to create the sense of things turning sour, as Achilles produces a rope to bind 

the sleeping Penthesilea. The calm music for symbolizing sleep is centered firmly in Eb major. 

In mm. 93 – 94 a glissando in the piccolo and the second violins pushes the harmonies towards 

the minor mode, while the grinding dissonance of the minor third Gb, versus the still sounding 

major third G, aides in increasing the dramatic tension. 

 As the Greek war rhythm ostinato returns in the low strings in mm. 94, another device 

that I use frequently in my writing is employed. Achilles’ tying up of the sleeping Penthesilea 

and the haste in which he is doing so is emphasized by the theme beginning in m. 96 and 

successive stretto entrances of the same. The theme head of this brief but dramatic fugato section 

is derived from the Achilles theme, and the fast 16th note subdivisions add the necessary drive to 

create the Affekt of haste and frenzy. 

 Imitative counterpoint as a returning theme is used also in mm. 106 – 109, as the Greek 

soldiers enter in succession, much like they did in the battle scene. After the entrance of the 

Amazons to thwart the abduction of their queen, the battle music returns to underscore the brief 

scuffle between Amazons and Greeks during which Achilles and Penthesilea get separated. The 

music is for the most part identical to the music from the battle scene, so that the choreography 

can be similar and recurring motions and ideas can be used. 
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Scene 8 – Contemplation and Departure 

 

The ninth scene of the ballet depicts Achilles in unrest. He is contemplative and haunted 

by thoughts of Penthesilea and his recent actions. The two main dramatic events for this scene 

are his second disarmament and his departure to meet Penthesilea once more. Thus, the scene is 

divided into two main sections. The contemplation leading up to Achilles’ disarmament, spans 

mm. 1 – 39, and his departure spans mm. 40 – 54. 

 One of the musical goals that I strove for when composing the contemplation was to 

create an Affekt of unrest and the mulling over of haunting thoughts. To accomplish this I used 

rhythm, orchestration and thematic material. Although primarily kept in common time, the music 

is rhythmically intricate because of the nontraditional eighth-note grouping of the 4/4 meter, as is 

shown below in example 3.12.  

Example 3.11: Penthesilea, Scene 8, mm. 1 – 2. 

 

 

The bar is divided into eight-note groupings of three and two, thus creating an uneven feel which 

never quite seems to settle and feel stable. 

 To represent the thoughts that seek the reminiscing hero, various themes from the ballet 

return. Right in the beginning of the scene the Penthesilea motive sounds in the oboe, placed in a 
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pianissimo dynamic, namely in bar 2. The love theme returns as well, sounding in the horn in 

mm. 13 – 16 and 26 – 27. Each time the love theme sounds it quickly changes into the minor 

mode before being able to unfold. The second appearance of the love theme is followed by a 

physical gesture in the strings in mm. 27 - 30, symbolizing Achilles’ frustration and anger at the 

situation. 

 The dramatic turning point of the scene is Achilles’ disarmament, which occurs in mm. 

33 – 39. A variation of his surrender theme from the battle scene is used and played by the horn. 

This event leads into the departure of Achilles. Changing the harmony to Eb major, the 

atmosphere of the scene brightens, and uplifting gestures in the brass in mm. 40 – 43, seek to 

express the hopefulness of Achilles as he departs to see Penthesilea yet again. 

 
Scene 9 – The return and death of Achilles 

 

 Scene 9 of Penthesilea depicts the return and subsequent death of Achilles. Dramatically 

and musically the scene can be divided into three sections: 1 the onset of madness in Penthesilea 

and her ability to maintain a mask of sanity, spanning mm. 1 – 32, 2 the heroic return of Achilles, 

in mm. 33 – 45, and 3 the violent death of Achilles at the hands of Penthesilea, in mm. 46 – 75. 

 The first section, the gradual onset of madness in Penthesilea, was difficult to write, as I 

wanted to be subtle in the symbolisms but still clear enough to create a clear Affekt of ominous 

ambiguity over Penthesilea’s mental state. To musically depict Penthesilea’s drift into madness I 

made use of orchestration, dissonant harmonies, rhythm and specific permutations to existing 

themes. 

 The first theme that sounds is the familiar Penthesilea theme, played in the oboe in mm. 5 

– 14, as can be seen in example 3.12. In order to depict the gradual onset of madness, the second 
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time the theme head sounds, in bar 6, the English horn enters imperceptibly on the sustained 

sounding pitch A, but gradually bends downwards to Ab. This gesture leads into an interrupting 

one bar section that makes use of augmented harmonies placed over a G pedal in the bass. 

Relative normalcy is maintained by keeping a steady pulse and by using the familiar Penthesilea 

Latin-groove for the rhythmic ostinato in the low strings. 

 

Example 3.12: Penthesilea, Scene 9, mm. 5 – 6. 

 

  

Penthesilea eventually has a wild tantrum, which makes use of permutations of familiar 

themes. Beginning in bar 16 an erratic 16th variation of the Penthesilea theme sounds in the oboe, 

interrupted by augmented harmonies in the woodwinds, sounding as if mocking the shattered 

Amazon queen. The love theme briefly sounds in bar 22, low and grotesquely however, placed in 

the bassoons and the low brass. 

 After the tantrum Penthesilea is able to contain herself to some degree, but her supposed 

sanity is only superficial. In order to symbolize her madness I chose a subtle but effective 

approach. The at this point familiar Penthesilea groove, typically heard in the low strings is now 

represented in an oddly distorted and limping manner. This was achieved by placing the section 

from mm. 27 – 33 into a 15/16 meter, creating odd subdivisions and an atmosphere of an eerie 

peacefulness. 
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Example 3.13: Penthesilea, Scene 9, mm. 27 – 28. 

 

 Achilles’ entrance at measure 33 is celebratory and heroic. A brass fanfare accompanies 

the return of the hero who has come to back to reunite with Penthesilea, all differences aside. 

The brass fanfare is followed by the love theme played over the familiar love texture, as Achilles 

approaches his love interest. The return of Achilles is meant to sound as heroic and beautiful as 

possible to intensify the contrast in which his death stands in regards to his return. 

 The florid lines that lead the hero up to his love interest find a sudden interruption when 

the enraged Penthesilea suddenly kills Achilles. It was paramount to create as much surprise as 

possible for the viewer. This was done primarily texturally and in terms of dynamics. Just before 

the devastating chords that crash upon the listener in mm. 46 – 49, the texture is thinned and the 

dynamics are brought down to a pianissimo in the accompaniment. The downbeat of bar 46 is a 

tutti hit at fortissimo possibile. This brief but intense moment deserves further analysis, since 

various musical forces are at play, all of which add to the gesture. Dissonant brass chords, 

glissandi in the strings, and a barbaric bass-drum pulse accompany a grotesque version of the 

love theme placed in the flutes, oboe and clarinet. 

 The hard tutti gestures of bar 46 are the mere beginning of Penthesilea’s killing frenzy, 

and the savage dismemberment of Achilles is depicted in mm. 50 – 66. Especially the section 

from mm 50 – 57 uses a wide variety of the colors of the orchestra, including a violent ostinato 

constructed out of brass, woodwinds and percussion. Spanning the broad range of registers, the 
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ostinato traverses tuba, trombone, clarinet and flutes. Pedal glissandi in the timpani create a 

violent roar and add to the impact of the scene. 

 Lastly, the aftermath of the carnage, in mm. 68 – 76, is eerie and bizarre. Penthesilea, 

with her bloodlust stilled, realizes what she has done and takes in the scene of horror that now 

surrounds her. To musically depict this bloody aftermath, randomized dissonant chords in the 

piano are placed over a low string pedal. The trombones blow air through their instruments while 

moving their slides, creating unsettling noise together with the pedal glissando in the timpani, to 

complete the scene of horror. 

 
Scene 10 – Death of Penthesilea 

 

 The death of Penthesilea is in strong contrast to the savage death of Achilles. Overcome 

by guilt for her actions, Penthesilea falls into a deep depression, so that Scene 10 really is a 

lament scene. While essentially neo-classical and modernist in harmony and motivic language, 

the scene makes use of a lamento-bass figure, vaguely reminiscent of early Italian opera. The 

bass line begins in bar 86 on a G and after an initial octave leap descends down to an F#: 

 

Example 3.14: Penthesilea, Scene 10, mm. 86 – 96, bass. 

 

Thematically the death scene of Penthesilea makes use of another variation of the 

Penthesilea theme, sounding for the first time in the oboe in mm. 80 – 90 (example 3.15). 
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Example 3.15: Penthesilea, Scene 10, mm. 80 – 90, oboe. 

 

The theme head of the Penthesilea lament theme is constructed out of a reconfiguration of the 

Penthesilea motive. 

Another interesting aspect of the Penthesilea theme is the dramatic leap of a minor 10th in 

bar 84. This leap is emphasized by making the goal of the leap, the F, the minor 9th of the 

successive chord E7b9. Anticipation by a 16th note intensifies the effect further. 

 Like several scenes before, the death scene makes use of imitative counterpoint. In mm. 

91 – 94 the lament theme is featured in imitative entrances in the woodwinds. The imitative 

section features a free contrapuntal voice in the second violin, which is a perfect example of the 

pseudo-polyphony of Netztechnik. The second violin part is merely an elaboration of the clarinet 

line by making use of rhythmic variation and a few interpolations. An inner, descending 

lamento-part in the violas adds to the contrapuntal web, making this passage technically a 5 part 

polyphony.  

 The dramatic high point of the death scene is reached with a final buildup in mm. 27 – 29. 

The Lydian Penthesilea chord sounds for the last time in bar 27, with the characteristic #11 in the 

upper voices. Orchestral colors are used to intensify the contrast between the thick brass chords 

and the beginning of the final passage of the oboe’s theme. The texture suddenly dies away to 

reveal harp and piano added to the soft accompaniment that remains. 
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 The final passage, symbolizing the last moments of Penthesilea’s life is an oboe cadenza 

with minimal accompaniment. The line descends as Penthesilea sinks to her death. While my 

intent was to start winding down for the final chord, it was important that the melody maintained 

some kinetic energy for the dancer. The rhythmic divisions of the melody are varied and several 

points of syncopation occur, as can be observed below in example 3.16. 

 

Example 3.16: Penthesilea, Scene 10, mm. 29 – 33, oboe: 

 

The last time the Penthesilea motive sounds is on the last beat of bar 32. The pitch A 

finally resolves downwards to the tonic G, as the ballet ends with a sustained G minor chord in 

the strings. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

 Composing Penthesilea has been an experience that was interesting, exciting and helped 

in many ways to deepen my knowledge as a composer and musician. Having never written a 

ballet before, the project proved challenging at times, easy at others, but always artistically 

satisfying. It was a great experience to be able to work with an actual choreographer. Vladimir 

Stadnik had invaluable experience to share with me and was a great help in getting initial 

feedback on ideas when they were still in the creation stage. 

 The insights I gained from working with a choreographer were numerous. First, it is 

important to realize how important the translatability of melodies into motion is. Studying the 

existing literature and bouncing ideas off the choreographer help tremendously to keep in mind 

that the energy flow of a musical line must be maintained from beginning to end. Too many 

stagnant or sustained notes create difficulties for the dancers. 

 It was furthermore a great lesson in learning to write flexible music that could 

accommodate specific timings for important dramatic events. Vladimir often reminded me to 

keep in mind how long it takes for dancers to enter or leave the stage, or how much time is 

needed to efficiently express an emotion or event in dance. As the project reached about the 

midway point, I had begun to develop a sense for time and space and was able to imagine the 

actual dancers, performing the music. 

 Lastly, just the collaboration with another artist was a wonderful experience. A 

conservatory trained musician, Vladimir and I were musically on the same wavelength and 

communication was very easy. Rhythm, themes and harmonies were immediately picked up on 

by him and he was very quick to suggest various ways in which things might be best to 
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choreograph. Having someone to collaborate with also helped to maintain the necessary creative 

momentum to complete a project of such generous proportions. Regular meetings with Vladimir 

forced me to keep composing more music on a weekly basis so that that project would be 

completed in time. 

 Working on a large-scale work generally poses various challenges to the composer and 

Penthesilea was no exception. First of all, it was important for me to have themes with strong 

identities, so that the association of the characters with their themes would be successful. In 

consequence, this made it necessary to write suitable variations of themes rather than to compose 

new ones for each occasion. Composing variations in turn can pose a true challenge to the 

composer, as one does want the variations to be recognizable enough for the association to work, 

but different enough to not pass for a mere repeat. I feel that is has greatly helped my integrity as 

a composer to construct a work of the proportions of Penthesilea out of more or less two primary 

themes.  

 Writing for orchestra was not necessarily something completely new for me, but every 

opportunity that one has to write for the medium brings about so many opportunities to gain 

experience. Scenes like the battle scene, or Achilles’ violent death at the hands of Penthesilea 

were taxing to compose to say the least, as they are fast paced and physical, which calls for many 

orchestral gestures. The battle scene took most likely the longest to write because it moves at 

such a high pace and is so gestural and rhythmically complex. I worked on the battle scene for 

about two weeks, throwing away much material that I did not deem worthy to be included, or 

that might not express the energy necessary for the scene. 

 Penthesilea represents my largest project to this date and the production of the ballet will 

likely be one of the biggest events in my career as a composer so far. My future plan for the 
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music, apart from trying to find production possibilities, is to extract a suite for orchestra out of 

the ballet. This suite will be for full Orchestra, as no considerations such as pit space, production 

cost or logistics need to be taken into account if it is performed simply as a tone poem. In doing 

so, Penthesilea follows the tradition of many of the great ballets that were written and converted 

into orchestra suites. Creating an orchestra suite will furthermore increase the chances for 

performances of the music, as it is much easier to perform an orchestra pieces than produce a 

ballet. 

 Penthesilea aesthetically stands in a tradition with the music of the neoclassicists, but the 

jazz influences and popular rhythms that are used in the music give it a contemporary flavor and 

adds enough stylistic universality to allow for future productions that are free in their dramatic 

interpretation of the plot. As mentioned in Chapter 1, contemporary ballet production rarely uses 

music specifically composed for the ballet unless it is a commission. I therefore hope that a 

successful production and performance of Penthesilea might inspire other composers to explore 

the genre and try to compose dedicated music for a ballet. 

 Speaking in academic terms, the way in which Penthesilea is constructed it might serve 

as a possible example for motivic development and the construction of long ideas out of small 

melodic germs. My ballet is furthermore a teachable example of a stylistic fusion of classical, 

jazz and Latin music and fits with the eclecticism that seems to dominate the modern ballet 

music since the late twentieth century. The harmonic techniques that I used in Penthesilea could 

also be of interest to composers looking to find ways to sidestep the basic tonic dominant 

dialogue without abandoning tonality or losing structural clarity and integrity. 

 The completion of Penthesilea was a milestone in my life as an artist and composer. 

When I embarked on this ambitious project I was intimidated by the thought of the sheer 
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dimensions of the work. As I neared completion of the ballet, composing Penthesilea had 

become a constant reminder of the duty that one has as a composer, musician and most 

importantly an artist: to never rest and allow anything that might not be crafted to the best of 

one’s abilities to stay in a work of art. Most of all, I hope that I have succeeded in 

communicating the emotions that I felt the music should evoke. I made it a goal that the music, 

despite the complexity that some of its construction may hold, is accessible. Throughout the 

project I never allowed intellectual vanity or complexity to take over expressivity and emotion. 

Reaching the listener is everything. 
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